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RESUMO 

Este trabalho apresenta % simulação de escoamento» saturados de um fluido New-
toniaao ineompressivel através de um meio poroso rígido, homogêneo e ieotròpico. O 
modelo matemático empregado é advindo da leoria Contínua de Misturas e generaüsa 
o clássico baseado na lei de Darcy. A luz deste teoria o fluido e a matrix porosa são con
siderados como constituintes contínuos de uma mistura binaria. O método dos volumes 
finitos é empregado na simulação. 

ABSTRACT 

This work presents the simulation of saturated flows of an incompressible Newto
nian fluid through a rigid, homogeneous and isotropic porous medium. The employed 
mathematical model is derived from the Continuum Theory of Mixtures and generalises 
the classical one which is based on Darcy '• Law form of the momentum equation. In this 
approach fluid and porous matrix are regarded as continuous constituents of a binary 
mixture. The finite volume method is employed in the simulation. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The flow of a angle incompressible fluid through % saturated porous medium has 
been extensively discussed in the current literature, and modeled by the classical theory 
which employes Darcy's law form of the momentum equation [9]. In this model pressure 
satisfies the Laplace equation and the velocity is the gradient of the potential, By 
another way when diffusion in the fluid is considered, a Laplacian term is added in the 
momentum equation causing a non-darcyan flow as described in the literature when 
the porous matrix is assumed rigid (2], and elastic [8]. When inertia is present as 
for example for non-developed flow in porous ducts bounded by impermeable surfaces, 
analytical solutions, as described in [2], [S] for the fully developed case, are not possible 
to obtain. Numerical techniques have to be applied and constitute the Tnnifi purpose of 
this work. 

The development of the velocity profile of an incompressible newtonisn fluid with 
constant inlet velocity is one of the most studied phenomena in Classical Fluids Me
chanics. This problem is considered in [3] in the case of two impermeable p&raUei plates 
and in [4], when the classical boundary layer's assumptions are used. In this work we 
extend the modeling and simulation for the case of development of a saturated flow 
through a porous duct. 

The flow is modelled in the context of Mixture Theory (1]{2), in which the fluid 
and the solid are mathematically represented as continuous constituents of a binary 
mixture. The solid constituent, which represents the porous medium, is assumed rigid 
and at rest so that only the fluid constituent motion is simulated. 

By using the constitutive theory proposed in [2], and the point form of the conti
nuity and linear momentum balance equations we obtain an elliptic partial differential 
system which form is similar to the convection-difiusion equations, increased by a Dar-
cyan source term, which takes into account the interaction between the fluid and the 
porous matrix. 

The problem, described in terms of velocity and pressure will be discretised by 
the finite volume method (6], and inserted in the class of the solvable! by the Simple 
algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations). 

The hydrodynamics! problem can be parametrised by two dimensbnkss numbers. 
The Navier-Stokes equations which govern the phenomenon in the absence of the porous 
medium, classically parametrized by the Reynolds numbers, are recovered as a limiting 
case of the present problem. Such a case will correspond to the physical situation in 
which the permeability of the solid is assumed to be infinite. 

A development region, characterised by a development length, will abo be deter
mined for this flow. In the absence of the porous medium and under the boundary layer 
assumptions, such a parameter is a linear function of the Reynolds number [5]. When a 
porous matrix is placed between the plates, the development length will depend on the 
two dimensicnless parameters present in the non-dimensional form of the elliptic system. 
The results will show that the decrease of the porous matrix permeability will reduce 
the flow region in which inertia! effects play an important role, and consequently,also 
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the length of development. 
The first example is the problem in which the plates axe lar away from each other. 

In this situation we regard the problem as a flow on a flat plate with constant velocity 
in the region out of the boundary-layer. The case in which there is no porous medium, 
exhaustedly discussed in the current literature [7] is solved by similarity transformations 
techniques applied to the Navier-Stokes equations, simplified by the Blasius boundary-
layer assumption!». When the same hypothesis are applied a formulation only in velocity 
is obtained. The resulting equations, when discretized by the finite volume method, are 
solved by an iterative procedure with rapid convergence. Therefore, the computational 
effort becomes considerably reduced when compared with the previously mentioned 
example, solved by means of the application of the Simple algorithm to its formulation 
in velocity and pressure. 

In the same way, the Blasius solution is obtained as the limite of a sequence of 
•orations parametrized by the dimensionkss numbers above mentioned. 

2. THE EMPLOYED MODEL 

2.1. Kinematics 

We shall consider each constituent /?„, a as. 1,2, as a part of a differentiable manifold 
isomorph to the Euclidian space E. The elements of each component, called "particles", 
will be denoted by Xa. A configuration of fia is a homeomorphism xa , of fia into E. 
The motion of 0* is a uniparametric family of configurations x0 , parametrised by the 
time i. The position of the particle X« at the time t is given by 

xa = xa(Xati)t a = 1,2 

The reference configuration of fiu is a fixed configuration Ka, the position of a 
particle in Ka is given by 

X" = K«(X.) 

For each constituent is associated an apparent density field pa (ratio of the con
stituent mass and the correspondent mixture volume), and a velocity field V« give 
by 

V„«£p, a-1,2 
The velocity gradient for each constituent is defined by 

La ss grai V a , a =: 1,2 

The material derivatives associated to the scalar field w and vectorial fidd w, for 
each constituent are defined as follows: 
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-j-s-j^+graawVot a = 1,2 

Ç - y + f w r f w V . « = 1,2 (1) 

2.2 Balance Equations 

In the absence of chemical reactions and assuming the necessary smoothness, the 
point form of the continuity equation for the constituent "or" is given by 

?£ + dw(paVJ = 0 a «1,2 (2) 

Under the same assumptions, the linear momentum balance for the constituent "a* is 
written as follows 

~ d*V 
<K»T. + ma + pftg = p f t - ^ (3) 

where Ta and ma are respectively the partial stress tensor and the diffusive force lor 
the constituent "or" and g the specific external body force. 

The momentum balance for the mixture as a whole is represented by 

» 

y^mct»0 
a - l 

2.3. Constitutive Theory 

Assuming that the porous medium is rigid, homogeneous and isotropic, the New
tonian fluid is incompressible, and that the flow is saturated, we have the following 
constitutive equations proposed in (2) for the partial stress tensor T/ and for the diffu
sive force m/ in the fluid 

T, = - f c l + 2 * V D , (4) 

m, = ^ (5) 

where ̂ , K are respectively the porosity and the permeability of the porous medium, 
A a constant which depends on its micro-geometry, /i the fluid viscosity, and p, V/, D/ 
respectively a pressure (acting on the mixture), the velocity and the symmetrical part of 
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the velocity gradient in the fluid. The factor *Â  V represents a viscosity for the fluid 
constituent in the mixture and may be regarded as a coefficient of hcmogenixatioa. The 
term appearing in the constitutive relation for the diffusive force, models the internal 
friction between fluid and solid (darcy&n term). 

Employing (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), re -̂rding thai pa — 4p, in which p is the fluid 
density (resided as a classical continuous element assumed constant), neglecting grav
itational euects and assuming a steady thermodynamical process, the governing equa
tions, are obtained fox the hydrodmamieal problem, formulated by means of velocity 
and pressure, written in rectangular coordinates as follows: 

6u , dv A 

dm ̂  dp 

9pvo*+ eyJ
 9dx 9*\dz**d9*J k 

withV = («,«). 
It is easy to verify that, neglecting the convective and the diffusive terms of the 

above equation, the classical Darcy's law is obtained 

dp _ jftu 
~d*~ k 

dp jttv 
~0~i~ k 

Denoting by V and L, respectively characteristic velocity and length, we introduce 
the following dimensionless quantities 

u* 
~V V ~V * ~L *~Z 

R^-pUL Re^?™. »*--£-

and, therefore we have the following dimensionless equations: 

oV + V=° (6) 

u dx*+ *• dt ~ 'àx*+ JUX \0x» + V a / -fie* *' 
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S. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

The numerical method employed in obtaining approximate solutions to the con
sidered problem is the finite volume method [6]. The usual procedure integrates the 
equations (7), (8) and (8) over the control volumes indicated below. 

Fig.1 - Control volume employed for integration of the x-momentum equation. 



Fig.2 - Control volume employed for integration of the y-momentnm equation. 

W 

Fig.3 - Control volume employed for integration of the continuity equation. 



Assuming thai the source term (—u*/Rej,) is constant Car each control volume, and 
thai the convective-difiusive flux is uniform through each face, the following discrete 
form for equation (7) is obtained 

aFUp = aBu"B + awulr + aNv*N + asu*s + (p> - pjJAy* (9) 

with 

•* = ã e ^ % 4K(«Ow *»D + "««(^CA/.O) (10) 

as = ^ ^ J 7 ^ ( I K ( W . ^ A | ) + ma*(KA«*,0) 

"* = & X ) / ( K ( Í | , W ) + ""(-KA^.O) 
A B ' A / 

The choice for the function A defines the scheme to he employed. For convective» 
difiuehre problems, as the case in question, a Power-Law Scheme is idcommended [6]. 
It consists of an approximation for the exponential proüle (exact solution of the one 
dimensional convection-diffusion problem [6}). This choice leads to the form 

i4(|c|) = mac(0,l-0,l)c| s) 

Using a similar procedure the discrete form of (7) follows 

a'pvF = a'Bv% + a'wvw + a'N v}, + a3v% + (p% - Ps)*** (11) 

with the coefficients ap,a'B,a'w and a's given by (10) and the quantities evaluated in 
the control volume of fig. 3. 

For the continuity equation we have 

(«; - «;)A/+(«{ - «;)**• = o (is) 

4. APPLICATIONS 

Our objective is the solution of equations derived from the Continuum Theory of 
Mixtures for eome particular problems, which are descretized by the Finite Volume 
Method. A simple example (a first approximation for the problem vl»en boundary layer 
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asunnptioits ara considered), which is formulated oaly by means of velocity, shows a 
rapid convergence of the algorithm when the equations (10) and (12) are solved by an 
iterative procedure. 

4.1 A Simple Example - Flow on a Flat Plate 

Figure 4 shows the flow through a semi-infinite porous medium, bounded by an 
impermeable flat plate. The velocity U, out of the boundary layer region, is constant 

U 

POROUS''MEDIUM 

V////////////A 
IMPERMEABLE FLAT PLATE 

Fig.4 - Flow on a flat plate through a porous medium. 

This flow differs from the classical one, (bund in the literature [7]. Here the velocity 
U will be supported by a pressure gradient, obeying the classical Darey Law 

dp* _ 1 
"dst* ~ Rtu 

(13) 

with L taken along the plate. 
Employing the usual boundary layer assumptions, we may simplify the system to 

the following form 

õe* ôv*~ 

90u* ,ÓV -£+ 
l Ó*V u" 

ÓV Jiek 6tf* Reh 
(14, 
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Similar to the Blasius problem, it is assumed that the y component of the velocity 
is very small when compared with U. This procedure allows the momentum balance in 
the y direction to be neglected and consequently the pressure gradient term 6p*/0y*. 
Hence, solving for 8p*/ôz*1 given by the Darcy Law (IS), outside the boundary layer, 
and substituting in (14) follows 

6V + dy* 

•2^4. *du* 1 g V 1 (i *\ U Ox* + V V ~ Re> V 3 W U 

As in Blasius [7] the boundary conditions are 

u V , « > ) = t»*(0,y*) = l 

Adopting the same procedure for the discrete form of the problem, a reduced system 
composed by the continuity equation and momentum in sc* direction is obtained in the 
simplified form 

apu'p = a£U£ + aw«w + aN «Jr + aS«s + * 

OB=maa(-f»u'Ay*,0) 

aw = max(/n£Ay*,0) 

«5 = fleX)ni4(K(V)ftflCA|) + rofl^-^«A**'0) 
. Aa'Ay* 
b as 

A**Ay* 
af = as + a\y + ON + <*$ + —?r— 

The solution is obtained by an iterative procedure. For lieu - 100, the following 
results are presented 
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Pig.6 - Profile a* in s* = 1/2. 

Fig.6 - Profile «• in *• = 1. 
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Fig.7 - Boundary layer thickness using the u = 0,99i/ criterion. 
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Fig.8 - langential component of the partial stress tensor in the fluid, over the plate. 
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4.2. Non-Developed Flow in a Duct Composed by Two Parallel Plane 
Plates 

The msdn example showed in Fig. 9 consists of the entrance of a newtonian fluid 
in a porous duct bounded by two parallel plane and impermeable plates. 

////>/////////////////////////// 

POROUS MEDIUM 

7777777777/7777777777777777777777 

Fig. 9 - Entrance of a Newtonian fluid in a porous duct. 

The problain is governed by the complete system (6), (7), (8). Taking L 
the boundary conditions are 

= A/2, 

v*(0,y*)=:S(ooty*) = v'(z%l)=:0 

u*(a:#,0) = «*(z%0) = 0 

2£/^ii-
Oy -(«M) = 0 

-(oo,y') = 0 
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The SIMPLE algorithm is employed for solving the problem, now formulated in 
terms of velocity and pressure. As described in (6} it consists of estimating the pressure 
field pÕ and correcting it until the components u'0 and vjj associated to pJJ, obtained 
from (11) and (12), satisfy the continuity equation. 

The corrected pressure is given as 

P* = Po + p' (16) 

with jf called "pressure correction". Hence the velocity cjrmction equations are given 
as follows [6] 

«'««o+^to-Ps) (16) 

*m* + T?V*-M (17) 
ap 

Substituting (16), (17) in (12), gives the discrete equation for pressure correction 

app'p = ajjjpg + a'wp'w + a"NpN + a'sps + b 

with the coefficients given by 

„ pAy* „ pAg* 
ap " a w 

„ _ pAs* „ pAa* 
ojy - -J— as - - -T— 

V — „w J . * " J . /.« J . J> 

* = K«S). - «),1 V + K«S). - («8MA* 

The stepa of the iterative procedure for solving the discrete system (9), (11), (18) 
axe found in |C], Convergence is achieved when the "mass generation parameter" 6 is 
negligible. The results for the velocity profile are presented as follows with Jlcx — 100. 
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Fig. 10 - Profile «• in *• = 1,69. 
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Fig. 11 - Profile «* in a* « 0,67. 
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-0.1 

Fig. 12 - Developed profile u*. 
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Fig. 13 - Maximum value for u* at the center line. 
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The results obtained for the pressure field p* ere presented in terms of the be:A 
losa, expressed by the rliaerence between p% in center line and p^, in the fully developed 
region. 

po-po> 

Fig. 14 - Po - p« a* *ke center line. 

Tlie criterion employed for the determination of the development lenprht L*D b based 

man are on the e* coo; uiuate for which the uicviial euects on the maximum velocity u 
negligible. Tiling u^am und t<j£+* the values of u*ntll at two consecutive nodes, we 
establish the relation for L*D 

L*v = «* when tt] , *« 
mam *~ma* .2 c 

where x? w emaciated to node i and e ú a conveniently chosen Email real number. 
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80 _ Re> = 500 

"•X = 100 

R«> = 10 

_ 1 , , , j — — r 

100 200 300 
~T 1 
400 500 

"ex 

Fig. 15 Behavior of L*D for c = 6 x 1Õ4. 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

In the first problem, when we consider the velocity of the fluid constituent an 
averse taken over a region in the space containing a certain number of pores, we 
can characterize the thickness of the boundary layer in a porous medium. The results 
show that its decreese for smaller iZe*, in which corresponds for emclbr values of the 
permeability. The predominance of the prersure gradient over the dcjcy&n term in the 
boundary layer ((1 — u*)/Rci, > 0) explains this fact, This term act3 as a momentum 
source, incressins; the component u* over that obtained by BI&SÍUB in the absence of the 
porous medium (i2e» —• co). 

For the main problem of the hydrodinamical development, the results show that 
when the dimensioniess number Rt% decreases, the vciocity proiiie flatten, showing 
more resemblance with the one found in turbulent flows, it is explained by the higher-
action exerted by the solid in the center rejpon of the duct, which causes a stronger 
uniformizatiou of the velocity profile av/ny from the plates, and a reduction of the 
development region. The extreme case in which this region disappears occurs for almost 
impermeable porous medium {Ret, —* 0). 

The incrcc^e of the htzã loas and of the fully developed region, in which we have 
linear behavior of p* (see appendix), occur as a contcquence of tbe decrease of /ie*. 
The limit of the oequence Re/, —» 0 leada to the infinite value for the head loss. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The hydrodinamical problem associated with the saturated flow in rigid porous 
media and governed by the adimensionalized form of Mixture Theory's equations, are 
parametrized by tv/o number»: Re), and Re\. The former has the same meaning as the 
Reynoldo number for the Navier-Sto.'res equation. The latter contains the permeability of 
the porous medium end ia part of the additional darcyan eource term in the convection-
diiluson equation. As a linear term, its numerical treatment presents no additional 
difficulty. The SIMPLE Alsorithm, when applied to the discrete form of the problem, 
shows a good performance. 

This work a simple example was initially simulated concerning a flow over a plane 
plate, formulated only by means of velocity because of the boundary-layer assumptions, 
and the main example concerning the hydrodraamical development in rectangular ducts, 
fonnuked by means of velocity and pressure and governed by the complete elliptic 
system. The limit cituations of these problems, characterised by the absence of the 
porous medium, constitute well known problems in Fluid Mechanics, and are recovered 
by taking tha limit itej, —» oo. We believe that these applications consists the first of 
many others more complex which may be solved by the method presented here. 
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APPENDIX 
CLOSED SOLUTION FOR FULLY DEVELOPED FLOW 

We present the closed form solution of the fully developed problem, parametrized 
by the dimensionlcss numbers a = y/Rex/dek, in the domain Q = {[L*D, oo] x [0, l}}. 

In the absence of inertial effects the governing equations reduce to 

6V 

a? 

dp* J_£»_ «* 
"da* Rex dy*2 Rek ~ 

with boundary conditions 

u # = 0 <n y*=Q 

* • * A • i 

7? = ° » »= 1 

The linear ordinary diferential equation is easily solved 

The discharge per unit width Q* is given by 

Solving for the pressure gradient 

dp* _ 1 / flux"// [R^ , , pUx~\\ 
~3? " RTk W W W S J " "V EÍW 

Setting a = y/IU\/Rei, =r h/2y/Tcy we obtain 
u* = a (l~ c o ' ^ 1 " v*)a) 

a — tanha V eosha J 
This solution was performed numerically (Fig. 12) reaching good approximation. 
Setting y* = 1, the maximum velocity at the center line is given by 
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« aícoãha — 1\ 
acoiha — senha 

2.0 

rules. 

Fig. Al - u^ M in the fully developed region. 

The extreme values of the function u*mtm are obtained performing the usual limit 

lj™ C ( " ) = l> 5 

1™ umê» = hQ-
B-+O0 ™ " ' 
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